
1. Introduction
Tidal mixing dominates the seasonal evolution of stratification in shallow seas, such as the North West Euro-
pean Shelf (NWS) region surrounding Great Britain (GB) (e.g., Bowers & Roberts, 2019; Simpson et al., 1978).

In winter, the shelf seas are well mixed through a combination of destabilizing surface cooling, strong wind 
forcing, and tidal mixing. In summer, strong surface heating and reduced winds tend to produce a stratified 
ocean vertical temperature structure (e.g., Elliott & Clarke, 1991), except in sufficiently shallow and tidally 
energetic regions such as the southern North Sea (e.g., Nauw et al., 2015; van Leeuwen et al., 1995) and 
Irish Sea (e.g., Simpson & Hunter, 1974) where tidal mixing dominates and the ocean remains well mixed 
throughout the year.

Timko et al. (2019) illustrated the importance of explicitly representing tides to improve the prediction of 
seasonal sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) in global-scale uncoupled ocean simulations, with SST cooling of 
about 1 K evident in many near-coastal regions. In general, tides and other near-coastal processes including 
wetting and drying and regions of freshwater influence are not currently well represented in most global 
ocean models or any global-coupled models, limiting their ability to accurately represent shelf seas, includ-
ing the seasonal evolution of SST (J. Holt et al., 2017).

On regional scales, eddy-resolving ocean models forced with the main tidal constituents can simulate the 
observed stratification structure (e.g., AMM15; Graham et al., 2018) and are routinely applied to provide 
useful operational ocean forecasts (e.g., Tonani et al., 2019). Tides are included through both open bounda-
ry conditions and as a surface potential forcing in the ocean equations of motion. It is therefore feasible to 
remove tides in these models to isolate their impact and assess their role in the seasonal evolution of ocean 
stratification.

Coupled models provide an approach to explicitly simulate the feedback of any changes to the ocean sur-
face on the overlying atmosphere without any relaxations in the seasonal evolution of regional SST (e.g., 
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Kelemen et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2015). While several studies have demonstrated considerable sensitivity of 
the marine boundary layer to regional-scale SST variability (e.g., Fallmann et al., 2017; Frenger et al., 2013; 
Small et al., 2008), and how changes to SST impact precipitation over land (Kelemen et al., 2019; Lebeaupin 
Brossier et al., 2015), to the best of our knowledge, the impact of ocean tides on the weather has not been 
directly assessed and is therefore the focus of this paper. With this aim, a regional ocean–atmosphere-cou-
pled system is used to run a summer and winter simulation with and without tides.

2. Modeling and Methods
2.1. Regional Modeling Experiments

For coupled simulations, the UKC4 regional-coupled prediction system was run in atmosphere–ocean-cou-
pled mode with and without application of tidal forcing in the ocean component to assess the impact of 
tides on the British weather. Details of the model configuration and coupling approach are described in 
detail by Lewis et al.  (2019), with only key aspects summarized below. All simulations are free running 
without data assimilation.

The ocean component of UKC4 uses the NEMO model code (Madec, 2016; vn3.6 revision 6232) set-up with 
the AMM15 (Atlantic Margin Model, 1.5 km) eddy-resolving shelf seas science configuration and related 
surface and lateral boundary forcing (Graham et al., 2018; Tonani et al., 2019). The tidal potential is calculat-
ed for 11 harmonic constituents over the domain. Tidal forcing is also applied along the lateral boundaries. 
The amplitude and phase for each of the constituents are defined at a resolution of 1/12° (TPXO7.2, Atlantic 
Ocean 2011-ATLA; Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002). Lateral ocean boundaries were provided by a 1/12° North 
Atlantic deep ocean NEMO configuration and climatological river discharge fluxes were applied (Tonani 
et al., 2019).

Simulated SST and surface currents from the ocean component are coupled hourly to an atmosphere model, 
using OASIS3-MCT libraries (Craig et al., 2017). UKC4 uses the Unified Model (UM; vn11.1) atmosphere 
and JULES land-surface model (Best et al., 2011), using the RAL1 science configuration (Bush et al., 2020). 
Turbulent fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum over land and sea surfaces are calculated within JULES, 
using surface layer similarity theory (Bush et al., 2020), with SST and ocean currents used as evolving sur-
face conditions in coupled simulations (Lewis et al., 2018). Initial atmosphere conditions were provided by 
operational Met Office regional analyses at the beginning of both test periods. Hourly lateral boundaries are 
derived from the first 24 h of operational global-scale NWP forecasts each day through the period, running 
at order 10-km resolution (Walters et al., 2019).

Both ocean and atmosphere model grids are centered on the United Kingdom (UK) and NWS and defined 
with grid spacing of 1.5 km in rotated polar coordinates (Lewis et al., 2019; see also Figure 1). The ocean grid 
has 51 vertical levels using stretched terrain-following coordinates, with the upper grid level set no more 
than 1 m below the surface. The atmosphere grid has 70 terrain-following vertical levels, with the lowest 
level set at 2.5 m above the surface.

Uncoupled ocean-only experiments were run with and without tides, termed OCN and OCN_NT, respec-
tively, for a year beginning April 1, 2018. The UKC4-coupled system was run for an 8-week simulation dur-
ing summer 2018 (initialized on June 30, 2018) and another in winter 2019 (initialized on February 1, 2019) 
in order to assess the influence of tides at different stages of seasonal stratification (see areas shaded in 
gray in Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). Initial conditions for the ocean component of UKC4 for summer and winter 
periods were obtained from the ocean-only OCN and OCN_NT simulations, respectively (see Section 2.2). 
The coupled simulations with tidal forcing applied in the NEMO ocean component are termed CPL and 
simulations without tides termed CPL_NT.

2.2. Spin-Up of Tidal and Nontidal Ocean Conditions

Ocean-only simulations OCN and OCN_NT were initialized from the same operational AMM15 restart. 
Global-scale operational meteorological forcing is applied using the flux forcing approach to be consistent 
with the coupled model exchanges. In spring, the impact of tides on the ocean state is relatively small and 
by summer 2018 the relative difference between OCN and OCN_NT is well spun up (Figure 1(a)).
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Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the mean difference between simulated surface temperature and seabed tem-
perature (SBT) when tides are included over 8 weeks during summer and winter. These panels highlight 
the well-studied strong seasonal contrast on the NWS in depths shallower than 250 m, with strong sum-
mer stratification but without winter stratification (e.g., Elliott & Clarke, 1991). The influence of tides on 
stratification (summarized as SST – SBT) is shown by OCN-OCN_NT differences in Figures 1(e) and 1(f). 
Differences in stratification of over 8 K are found between OCN and OCN_NT in summer through the shal-
low regions of the southern North Sea, English Channel, and Irish Sea, associated with tidal mixing fronts 
(e.g., J. T. Holt & Umlauf, 2008). Without tidal mixing, stratification develops more quickly in OCN_NT as 
the warmth from radiative heating becomes trapped near the surface, resulting in both increasing the SST 
and decreasing the SBT relative to OCN results (Figure 1(b)). For both OCN and OCN_NT, this gives rise to 
a maximum in stratification in July, although the difference in SST continues to increase until late summer 
(Figure 1(b)). In summer, the effect of tides on SBT is larger than on SST, and the seasonal evolution of SBT 
differences lags SST by several months (Figure 1(b)).

By February (Figures 1(d) and 1(f)), the NWS in both simulations is well mixed (hence very little stratifi-
cation in either simulation) and there are much smaller differences in the temperature at the surface or at 
the seabed. This is expected since in winter, surface cooling in combination with tidal and wind mixing acts 
together to break down stratification. As a result of this, only small persisted impacts of the differences in 
stratification from the end of summer remain between the OCN and OCN_NT simulations. Although the 
late winter differences in water column temperature are small, it remains to be seen whether the differenc-
es introduced by including tides could accumulate for simulations run over a number of years. This is not 
investigated here but may be relevant for climate studies (Lee et al., 2006).

3. Results: Impact of Ocean Stratification Changes on the Ocean and the 
Atmosphere
3.1. Ocean Model Sensitivity to Tidal Forcing

Figure 2 shows the impact of tides on SST as monthly mean differences (OCN – OCN_NT) for June–Octo-
ber 2018 and February 2019 for the region on the shelf outlined in the red box in Figure 1(c), where tides 
have most impact on stratification. The region within the red box in Figure 1(c), where the bathymetry is 
shallower than 250 m, will be referred to as SHELF250.

In summer, tidal mixing in OCN leads to widespread cooler SSTs on the shelf (Figure 2). The largest month-
ly SHELF250-mean difference of 0.9 K was found in July, with local differences of up to 8 K. A widespread 
pattern of SBT warming in OCN compared to OCN_NT in the shelf region develops and peaks in August 
(Figure 1(b)), where the monthly SHELF250-mean difference is 1.7 K (with values reaching 9.7 K).

Also apparent in Figure 2 is the decreasing impact of tides on SST through autumn months. By October 
2018 (Figure 2(e)), the monthly SHELF250-mean temperature difference between OCN and OCN_NT is 
0.1 K, with differences ranging within ±2 K. When tides are included, the cooler summer SST results in 
reductions in SST-dependent upwards turbulent and longwave fluxes, as well as increased downward heat 
transport due to tidal mixing all of which warm the subsurface ocean and lead to increased heat storage 
when tides are included. At the end of the summer, convection, tide, and wind-driven vertical mixing causes 
this warm subsurface signal to reemerge at the surface.

By midwinter, the magnitude of the mean tidal SST differences has reduced further at most locations—al-
though the monthly SHELF250-mean difference for February 2019 is also 0.1 K. The slight winter warming 
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Figure 1. (a) Time series of mean sea-surface (SST) and seabed (SBT) temperature for OCN and OCN_NT simulations 
over a year, beginning April 2018, for all regions in the red box shown in (c) where the bathymetry is shallower than 
250 m, termed “SHELF250.” (b) Time series for SHELF250 showing differences between OCN and OCN_NT in mean 
SST and SBT. Differences between CPL and CPL_NT shown for summer period. (c) Two-month (8-week) mean 
difference between simulated SST and SBT, indicative of the vertical stratification, in the OCN simulation during July–
August 2018 (summer). Plot (d) is as in (c) but for February–March 2019 (winter). (e, f) Mean difference in stratification 
between OCN and OCN_NT simulations in summer and winter, respectively. The dashed and solid gray contour lines 
mark areas where the bathymetry is 250 m and 50 m or shallower, respectively.
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is particularly focused in those areas with the coolest summer surface temperatures, when tides are includ-
ed (Figure 2) and is therefore attributed to the impact of increased summer heat storage as a result of tidal 
mixing.

As both SST and currents are coupled to the atmosphere in UKC4, the impacts of tidal forcing on sur-
face current speeds were also assessed (plots not shown). Surface residual current speeds are decreased by 
about 20% of the simulated SHELF250-mean speed, with the inclusion of tides in both summer and winter 
periods.

3.2. Impact of Ocean Tides on the Marine Boundary Layer

The sensitivity of the near-surface atmosphere to tides is assessed by comparing CPL and CPL_NT simu-
lations over the 8-week periods in July–August 2018 and February–March 2019. This analysis focuses on 
the summer when the influence of tidal forcing on the ocean is largest. Figure 3 shows the period-mean 
influence of tides on simulated surface temperature (Tsfc), 1.5 m air temperature (Tair), and 10 m wind speed 
(U10) for the same subregion presented in Figure 2 (see red box in Figure 1(c)). Time series of the area-mean 
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Figure 2. Monthly mean SST differences between OCN and OCN_NT during (a) June, (b) July, (c) August, (d) September, and (e) October 2018 and (f) 
February 2019. The region shown is the subdomain indicated by the red box in Figure 1(c). The dashed and solid gray contour lines mark areas where the 
bathymetry is 250 m and 50 m or shallower, respectively. SST, sea-surface temperature.
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differences during these periods are presented in Figure 4, separately for SHELF250 sea points and land 
(GB only) points.

The coupled model Tsfc differences (CPL – CPL_NT) over the ocean in Figure 3 are consistent with the 
ocean-only SST differences (OCN – OCN_NT) in Figure 2, as expected. The mean difference in Tsfc over 
the 8-week summer period across SHELF250 was a cooling of 0.8 K in CPL relative to CPL_NT and up to 
5.5 K cooler locally (Figure 3(a)). The corresponding mean SST difference in the uncoupled model (OCN 
– OCN_NT) was slightly less (0.7 K) over the same period but with larger extremes, reaching 6.4 K cooler 
locally. The differences in SST, SBT, and stratification in the coupled model closely match those in the un-
coupled model (Figure 1(b)).

Changes in SST directly translate into differences in the sensible, latent, and longwave heat fluxes, as they all 
depend on Tsfc. This alters the state of the overlying atmosphere, particularly the boundary layer height and 
characteristics, which then feed back onto all the flux components including short wave in an iterative ad-
justment process. Over the ocean in summer (not shown), large reductions in upwards sensible (SHELF250-
mean difference 1.9 W m-2) and latent (SHELF250-mean difference 10.8 W m-2) heat flux are evident over 
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Figure 3. Two-month (8-week) mean differences between CPL and CPL_NT simulations of (a) surface temperature (Tsfc), (b) 1.5 m air temperature (Tair), and 
(c) 10 m wind speed (U10) in summer 2018. (d–f) The corresponding differences in winter 2019. Note different color scales are used to highlight land and sea 
differences separately. The region shown is the subdomain indicated by the red box in Figure 1(c).
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the cooler SSTs when tides are included. The net impact of these flux differences on the near-surface Tair is 
shown in Figure 3(b). Over the summer period, the SHELF250-mean difference in Tair (CPL – CPL_NT) over 
the ocean is 0.6 K cooler (up to 3 K cooler locally). The relative magnitudes of Tair adjustment and local SST 
differences are consistent with the results of Petch et al. (2020), who forced a UM regional configuration 
with widespread SST anomaly perturbations of 3 K for a summer heatwave case. When comparing model 
output to observations (not shown), the bias in CPL for Tair over the 8-week summer period of 0.1 is notably 
smaller than the CPL_NT bias of 0.87.

For the winter period, the SHELF250-mean SST (CPL-CPL_NT) difference is 0.08 K, and local time-mean 
differences are within ±2.5 K. This results in more limited adjustments of the near-surface flux components 
and leads to a mean Tair warming over SHELF250 of 0.06 K, with local differences between –1.1 K and 
+0.7 K. Over the winter period, CPL has a bias of 0.25 when comparing to Tair observations, larger than the 
bias in CPL_NT of 0.14.

In both summer and winter, there is a clear imprint of Tsfc and Tair differences on the pattern of near-surface 
wind speed differences due to tides (Figures 3(c) and 3(f)). As highlighted by Lewis et al. (2019; see their 
Figure 14), this is driven by the changes in near-surface stability. Where there are warmer SSTs, the overly-
ing atmosphere is less stable leading to a deeper and more turbulent boundary layer. As a result, the vertical 
wind shear relative to winds aloft is reduced, driving faster wind speeds at 10 m. A similar relationship be-
tween near-surface stability and wind speed changes is found for this study (not shown) and suggests that 
surface current changes do not play a large role in impacting wind speed.
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Figure 4. Time series of region-mean differences CPL – CPL_NT of (a, d) 1.5 m air temperature, (b, e) 10 m wind speed, and (c, f) accumulated precipitation 
during summer (top) and winter (bottom) simulations, respectively, computed for the subregion shown in Figure 3. “SEA” label indicates SHELF250 area and 
“LAND” label indicates Great Britain. Accumulated precipitation differences are shown as a cumulative mean precipitation difference for clarity.
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3.3. Impact of Ocean Tides on the Weather Over Land

It was expected that differences in SST induced by including tides would cause local changes in near-sur-
face fluxes and temperatures, stability, and wind speed over the ocean; however, the primary interest in this 
study is the sensitivity of weather over land areas to the tides.

The main feature highlighted by Figures 3(b) and 4(a) is a consistent and widespread cooling of mean Tair 
over land areas in summer when tides are included. Considering only the GB land area (Scotland, England, 
and Wales), including tides, leads to an 8-week area-mean reduction in Tair of 0.3 K, with local differences 
of up to 1.4 K cooler. The largest sensitivity to tides is found in near-coastal regions of Wales, South-West 
England, and East Anglia, although nearly all GB land grid points show a cooling due to tides. This is likely 
to be due to the advection of relatively cooler air from over the ocean with tides, driven both by prevailing 
winds and by sea breezes. There are also contributions resulting from tidally driven changes in these at-
mospheric circulations—illustrated by highly complex and variable differences in Tair over land for any 
particular location and point in time.

As shown in Figure 3(c), including tides also affects wind speed over land (more so in summer than in 
winter); however, there is much greater spatial variability in the impact of tides on mean U10 than for Tair, 
with no clear resulting change in the mean wind speed over the GB land region as a whole (Figures 3(c) 
and 4(b)).

While the impact of tides on the SST and Tair over the ocean is smaller in winter, the mean differences over 
land and sea points are comparable. The 8-week mean difference in Tair over GB land areas is 0.04 K warmer 
with tides and within ±0.2 K (largest differences focused in Southern England). The SHELF250-mean is 
0.06 and the range of local mean differences is larger over the ocean, varying between –1.1 K and 0.7 K.

The net impact of ocean tides on precipitation over sea and land areas is shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(f) as 
the cumulative difference in precipitation between CPL and CPL_NT simulations. In summer over GB land 
areas, the 8-week accumulated precipitation is over 8 mm less when tides are included. This is 6% of the 
total accumulated precipitation over land in the nontidal run (of 134 mm) for that period. The SHELF250 
difference in accumulated precipitation over the ocean when including tides is the same (6% of the total 
over the ocean, the total in the nontidal run being 100 mm). In winter, the total accumulated precipitation 
in the nontidal run was 186 mm and 160 mm over GB land and SHELF250 sea, respectively. Including tides 
increased the amount of precipitation, more so over the ocean than over land, though only marginally. The 
differences were 1.5 mm (0.8%) over land and 1.8 mm (1%) over sea regions. This could be expected as the 
tidal SST and marine air temperature and humidity differences are much smaller in winter.

This result is consistent with the anticipated response of relatively cooler air being able to hold less precipi-
table water (e.g., Dado & Takahashi, 2017; Kendon et al., 2014) in summer and the slight increase in winter, 
consistent with a relative warming over land when tides are included.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
This study illustrates the sensitivity of the British weather, particularly during summer, to the strong tides 
that propagate around its coastal waters. During spring and summer when surface heating is strong, tidal 
mixing reduces stratification and increases vertical heat transport compared to equivalent simulations with-
out tides. In some shallow and tidally energetic regions, tidal mixing prevents stratification from develop-
ing so waters remain mixed, whereas without tides they become stratified. Consequently, in these regions, 
including tides generally leads to cooler surface temperatures and warmer seabed temperatures relative to 
simulations without tides.

By making novel use of a regional atmosphere–ocean-coupled modeling system, it has been possible to 
quantify the influence of SST changes both locally on the marine boundary layer temperature, wind speed, 
and precipitation and the extent to which these impacts propagate inland.

Some clear signals emerge. During the summer period, a mean SST decrease with tidal mixing of 0.7 K, 
decreases the mean near-surface air temperatures over the sea by 0.6 K. Over GB land areas, the mean air 
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temperature is 0.3 K cooler with tides. Relatively small but consistent decreases in wind speed and an in-
creased accumulated precipitation of 6% of the summer total are also evident over land areas. By contrast 
in winter, due to the reemergence of the summer warm subsurface signal, an SST increase of 0.08 K with 
tides is evident and results in a smaller sensitivity of British weather to tides. Tidally driven air temperature 
differences over land are found to be typically about 10% the magnitude but of the opposite sign to those in 
summer.

Global and regional-scale climate simulations (e.g., Kendon et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2019) are typically 
either directly or indirectly driven by global-scale analyses and model projections which do not include 
regional-scale processes such as tides (e.g., J. Holt et al., 2017; Timko et al., 2019). These results therefore 
have considerable implications for the fidelity of regional projections and highlight seasonal changes in the 
likely impact of missing tidal processes, with the largest impact in summer. Application of regional-coupled 
prediction systems including tides and other small-scale atmospheric and ocean processes at km-scale (e.g., 
Gutowski et al., 2020; Hermans et al., 2020; Kelemen et al., 2019) should provide more robust projections 
for future changes for near-coastal marine and land regions.

It should be noted that 2018 was an exceptionally warm summer which has possibly accentuated the 
differences between the run with tide compared to without tides. However, these summer extremes are 
considered to be more likely in a changing climate (Christidis et al., 2020; Molina et al., 2020; Schoetter 
et al., 2015), so this study is likely to remain relevant to the sensitivity of British weather to ocean tides 
in coming decades. This information is of increasing importance both to provide climate services and for 
regional-scale adaptation policy.
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